The prototype selection plays critical roles in synergetic pattern recognition (SPR). K-means clustering is widely adopted to determine appropriate prototypes in SPR. However, the selection of initial cluster centers significantly affects clustering results. We propose an improved k-means clustering to handle this challenge. According to inner-class distances among samples within the same cluster, we will dynamically adjust interclass distances among clusters. Initial cluster centers will then be highly representative in that they are distributed among as many samples as possible. Consequently, local optima that are common in k-means clustering can be effectively reduced. After we obtain final cluster centers output from the improved k-means clustering, we then use these centers as the prototype vector to train a synergetic neural network (SNN), which will be utilized to recognize human face expressions. Experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm greatly improves the accuracy in recognizing face expressions and, in a more efficient manner.
INTRODUCTION
The human face expression is a non-linguistic communication method effectively applied in our everyday life. Face expressions can be utilized to convey one's feelings in an accurate and delicate manner. Therefore, how to recognize human face expressions has become a hot research area in pattern recognition (PR) and artificial intelligence (AI) [1] [2] .
The state-of-the-art research on the static human face expression recognition can be classified into four categories. The first category is based on feature statistics. The main idea is to search for an optimal projection from a highdimension space to a low-dimension space. The authors in [3, 4] adopted principal component analysis (PCA) to obtain statistics on human face expressions and their experimental results showed pretty good recognition accuracy and speed. The second category is based on the frequency domain. Gabor wavelets can be used to acquire various features on human face expressions from different dimensions on the frequency domain. Due to its ability to adjust numerous parameters, Gabor wavelet has good local analysis performance. In addition, Gabor wavelets are rather robust and insensitive to different light conditions. J. Ye et al. [5] utilized Gabor wavelets to extract and compare features from six different static grey-scale images under different light conditions. X. Sun et al. [6] defined Gabor filter banks by four dimensions and six directions to obtain the Gabor feature in human face expressions. Along with local binary pattern (LBP) and template matching techniques, their method resulted in good recognition performance. The third category is based on the template matching. A set of feature points are identified to extract related features for the purpose of classifying different human face expressions. The accuracy of feature points directly determines the recognition accuracy. Both active shape model (ASM) and active appearance model (AAM) were used to automatically locate feature points. Note that manual processing is needed for model images and the computational complexity is high. L. Wang et al. [7] used ASM to obtain feature points, from which the Gabor feature was extracted. J. Wang et al. [8] were able to obtain more accurate recognition by combining improved ASM and AAM. The fourth category is based on machine learning techniques to train and recognize human face expressions. N. Wu et al. [9] made use of both regions of interest (ROI) and gray level co-occurrence matrices to extract a set of features, which were in turn processed by an improved chaos genetic optimization algorithm to generate an expression feature matrix. Finally AdaBoost algorithm was applied to classify different human face expressions. The authors in [10] performed the decision fusion on 542 Improved Prototype Selection in Synergetic Pattern Recognition to Recognize Human Face Expressions three different types of human face expressions, respectively; based on neural networks, a classifier was then constructed to obtain better recognition performance. All methods described in this paragraph are common in that they all utilize traditional pattern recognition techniques to classify human face expressions. That is, to combine extracted features with some classifiers or classifying algorithms to recognize human face expressions. Some common disadvantages are identified as: (i) the ambiguity inherent in some images cannot be handled well; (ii) extracted features usually contain high dimensions and will thus degrade the performance of classifiers; and (iii) some features may not have effective discerning information for classifiers. H. Haken [11] reported the synergetic pattern recognition (SPR) algorithm, which analyzes image features as a whole. Because the SPR better simulates humans' perception mechanisms, it has achieved satisfying results. Note that how to select appropriate prototypes plays a critical role in the SPR algorithm. The methodology presented in [12] generates prototypes based on clusters. Local optima are the major cons of this algorithm. T. Huang et al. [13] improved the quality of initial cluster centers by sampling on data sets for multiple times. While obtaining a higher accuracy of cluster results, their selection of initial cluster centers was not representative, i.e., was not distributed among as many samples as possible.
We herein propose an improved k-means clustering algorithm to handle such a challenge. According to inner-class distances among samples within the same cluster, our algorithm will dynamically adjust inter-class distances among clusters. Consequently, the initial cluster centers will be highly representative in the sense that they are distributed among as many samples as possible. As a result, local optima that are common in k-means clustering can then be effectively reduced. After we obtain final cluster centers output from the improved k-means clustering algorithm, we then use these centers as prototype vectors to train a synergetic neural network (SNN), which will in turn be utilized to recognize human face expressions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the SPR; Section 3 describes in detail our methodology; Section 4 reports experiment results along with discussions; and Section 5 concludes with future research directions.
SYNERGETIC PATTERN RECOGNITION
According to the research in [11] , the pattern recognition is a kinetics procedure. Imagine that a virtual particle that describes some pattern is moving in a potential terrain. The corresponding pattern can be recognized when this particle enters an attraction bottom. In other words, given a set of pattern characteristics, the order parameter with the strongest initial support will win; in addition, hidden pattern characteristics will appear as well. As such, the pattern recognition can be regarded as a procedure where several order parameters compete with each other.
For a specific pattern q to be recognized, we can construct a kinetics procedure, which "pull" q so that q enters one prototype v k through an intermediate status q(t). Note that v k is the prototype closest to q(0). In other words, q is pulled towards the attraction bottom of v k . Such a procedure can be formalized in eqn (1) . (1) During the pattern recognition, the image pixel matrix is first converted into one-dimensional vectors. Let the total number of prototypes be M, and the total number of dimensions of status vectors be N. To satisfy the linear independency among prototype vectors, M must be less than or equal to N. According to the investigation in [11] , the kinetics equation utilized in the image pattern recognition is described in eqn (2), where q is the pattern to be recognized, λ k is the attention parameter (the pattern can be recognized only when λ k is greater than 0), v k is the prototype vector, v k + is the accompanying vector of v k , both B kk′ and C are constants, and F(t) is the fluctuation force, which can be ignored in most cases. (2) Note that v k in eqn (2) must satisfy conditions of zero average and normalization, specified in eqn (3) and eqn (4), respectively, where v -k is the transpose vector of v k . Also note that q needs to satisfy the same conditions, which can be handled by pre-processing.
The accompanying vector, v k + , in eqn (2) must satisfy conditions specified in eqn (5) . (5) Eqn (2) can be described in potential kinetics. If we ignore both the fluctuation force and transient, the potential function can be formalized as in eqn (6) , and the corresponding kinetics equation is shown in eqn (7). (6) (7) Three terms in eqn (6) are explained as follows. The first term defines the minimum value (determined by λ k ) for each prototype in the potential energy surface; the second term defines the competition among prototypes and determines borders among domains of attraction of prototypes (determined by B kk′ ); and the last term is the constraint defined by C. In brief, eqn (6) defines all possible status in the synergetic kinetics system. Obviously, eqn (2) requires one dimension for each single pixel. To reduce the total number of dimensions, H. Haken introduced the order parameter to redefine eqn (2) and eqn (6) . The system order parameter, ξ k , is described as the projection of q in v k in terms of the least square, as demonstrated in eqn (8) . (8) It is obvious that (9) Accordingly, eqn (6) can be rewritten as the equation in eqn (10) .
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Note that we have (11) Therefore, the kinetics equation for the order parameter can be expressed as that in eqn (12) , where the initial condition is specified in eqn (13) . (12) (13)
AN IMPROVED K-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM AND ITS APPLICATION IN THE SPR 3.1. Prototype Selection
As an essential parameter in the SPR, the accompanying vector plays a critical role in the PR and its quality greatly affects the accuracy in recognizing patterns. Considering that the accompanying vector is calculated from the prototype vector, the selection of appropriate prototypes becomes an important step in the SPR.
In k-means clustering, the similarity between data points is measured by the Euclidean distance (a.k.a. Euclidean metric, short for "distance" for the rest of this paper). The larger the distance, the less similar is between respective data points, and vice versa. In addition, two initial clusters will be merged into a new one if they are close enough to each other. On the other hand, sparse data points further from these initial clusters will form new clusters. As such, if (i) the average of the above mentioned cluster centers and (ii) sparse data points are treated as initial cluster centers, it will be easier for the target function to converge. Based on this insight, we will analyze the actual distribution of samples, and then dynamically adjust inter-class distances among clusters according to inner-class distances among samples within the same cluster. Consequently, initial cluster centers can be constantly optimized.
Suppose that a specific sample, X, has a total of N attributes, i.e., X = (x 1 , x 2 , x N ). Denote data points to be clustered as X 1 , X 2 , ...., X C (C is the total number of samples), and suppose that there are K clusters, W 1 ,W 2 , …, W K . The distance 
We propose an improved k-means clustering algorithm, which is decomposed into six steps.
• Step 1: Let US be the set of all samples and randomly choose a subset LS, which contains K samples, as initial cluster centers:
.., Z (0) K ; let iterative parameter, a, be 0; calculate pairwise minimum distances among initial centers using eqn (15); these pairwise minimum distances are then regarded as initial inter-class distances, limit; let the set RS be the complement of LS in US, i.e., RS = US-LS.
• Step 2: Calculate the minimum distance, t, between LS and each sample in RS:
, where R i is the i th sample in RS. If t is greater than limit, delete the two closest points in LS, add the midpoint between these two points along with R i into LS, and update limit with t.
• Step 3: Update RS with RS-R i ; go to Step 2 unless RS is empty.
• Step 4: Classify each data point X i in X 1 , X 2 ,..., X C into some cluster W l using the minimum distance principle. That is, if
, where d (a) ij is the distance between X i and Z (a) j , the center of W (a) j (superscripts represent the iterative parameter a). Note that Z (a) j is calculated using eqn (16), where n (a) j is the total number of samples in W (a) j .
(16)
• Step 5: A new set of clusters, W j (a+1) , is generated; recalculate the center for each new cluster using eqn (17).
(17)
• Step 6: Go to Step 2 unless Z j
Training and Pattern Recognition
The training phase of our algorithm is specified as follows.
• Utilize a set of face expression images as the training examples.
• Apply the aforementioned improved k-means clustering algorithm to training examples and obtain a new prototype vector.
• Perform pre-processing to obtain the prototype vector that satisfies conditions of zero average and normalization, specified in eqn (3) and eqn (4), respectively. • Calculate the accompanying vector. The pattern recognition phase is specified as follows.
• Perform pre-processing on the face expression image to be recognized so that it satisfies conditions of zero average and normalization.
• Calculate initial order parameters using eqn (13) ; perform similarity competition among order parameters and use the prototype category corresponding to the maximum order parameter as the final output.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A series of experiments have been conducted in Matlab 7.0. Samples were taken from JAFFE database, and we included 213 face expression images from ten persons. There were a total of seven categories of face expressions as shown in Fig. 1 in the following order: fearful, surprised, angry, sad, neutral, disgusted, and happy. We performed experiments using four different methodologies, i.e., (i) Algorithm A utilized traditional k-means clustering and adopted images that are closest to cluster centers as the prototype vector; (ii) Algorithm B utilized traditional k-means clustering and adopted cluster centers as the prototype vector; (iii) Algorithm C utilized our improved k-means clustering and adopted images that are closest to cluster centers as the prototype vector; and (iv) Algorithm D utilized our improved k-means clustering and adopted cluster centers as the prototype vector. The experimental results in the prototype selection and accompanying vector are demonstrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, 
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Improved Prototype Selection in Synergetic Pattern Recognition to Recognize Human Face Expressions respectively. Finally, we performed face expression recognition using these four methodologies for ten different times, and the results are demonstrated in Table I . Experimental results clearly indicated the following discoveries.
• Our proposed algorithm achieved a much higher percentage of correct recognition of human face expressions.
• In terms of the prototype vector selection, cluster centers are superior to images that are closest to cluster centers because the former are more representative.
• Differences exist between cluster centers and actual samples that are closest to cluster centers because the former are, more or less, a fusion of numerous face expressions. 
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CONCLUSION
The prototype selection is a critical step in the synergetic pattern recognition (SPR), and the selection of initial cluster centers significantly affects the performance of k-means clustering, which is widely adopted to determine appropriate prototypes in the SPR. We developed an improved k-means 550 Improved Prototype Selection in Synergetic Pattern Recognition to Recognize Human Face Expressions clustering algorithm to dynamically adjust inter-class distances among clusters based on inner-class distances among samples within the same cluster. Consequently, local optima that are commonly found in k-means clustering were effectively reduced. We utilized cluster centers output from the improved k-means clustering algorithm as the prototype vector to train a synergetic neural network (SNN), which in turn was adopted to recognize human face expressions. Experimental results demonstrated that our algorithm greatly improved the percentage of correct recognition of face expressions and, in a more efficient manner. Nevertheless, there are other factors affecting the performance of human face expression recognition. We plan to investigate such factors in our future research.
